
October 28th, 2015

The Chairman writes,

          At our Meeting last evening, we planned to experience the not inconsiderable 
disadvantages of temporary heating in the quite small Committee Room. The central 
heating system was down for an upgrade and our usual room was being re-decorated. 

          In that room there is an inbuilt electric convector heater, however, it is incapable of 
warming, and keeping warm, members and guests during these  colder evenings. An 
additional heat source would be required and was brought along by a member. 
Unfortunately, only one double 13amp socket had been installed. This alone to provide a 
power source for supplementary heating, laptop and projector.

          It never was going to work. Our heater and the inbuilt version together did take the 
edge off room temperature but insufficiently so as to be comfortable for a two hour sit 
during our guest presentation. A fan heater was introduced to the circuit. Within minutes, 
the fuse tripped and all the heating was off. With no access to the fuse box possible it was 
necessary to bring a power line from another room to run the projector.

        Fortunately, our guest speaker for the evening had been warned in advance of our 
circumstances with the suggestion that a jumper or cardigan might be an appropriate 
accessory for the evening. just as well ! Chris Hodgson, in a welcome return visit had 
suggested, having seen our programme that her planned combined workshop might seem 
to duplicate a future presentation. We agreed with her, best to avoid that possibility.

          Our choice of subject was “ Surrealism”, shades of Dali, Picasso and a bit of 
Hepworth represented photographically. With  outstanding, varied and wide ranging 
coverage of digital images Chris shared with us a very personal and indeed quite unique 
view of her style and intent. She manages to combine acute observation of the external 
world with a remarkable interpretation of thoughts about everyday objects from her 
lifestyle.

          With her creative imagination and interesting manipulation of software we were 
treated to a fascinating and totally absorbing interpretation of our hobby. Thank you Chris 
for a most entertaining and thought provoking evening.

BG.

          


